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ABSTRACT. We consider a general class of prior distributions for nonparametric Bayesian esti-
mation which uses finite random series with a random number of terms. A prior is constructed
through distributions on the number of basis functions and the associated coefficients. We derive a
general result on adaptive posterior contraction rates for all smoothness levels of the target function
in the true model by constructing an appropriate ‘sieve’ and applying the general theory of poste-
rior contraction rates. We apply this general result on several statistical problems such as density
estimation, various nonparametric regressions, classification, spectral density estimation and func-
tional regression. The prior can be viewed as an alternative to the commonly used Gaussian process
prior, but properties of the posterior distribution can be analysed by relatively simpler techniques.
An interesting approximation property of B-spline basis expansion established in this paper allows
a canonical choice of prior on coefficients in a random series and allows a simple computational
approach without using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. A simulation study is conducted
to show that the accuracy of the Bayesian estimators based on the random series prior and the
Gaussian process prior are comparable. We apply the method on Tecator data using functional
regression models.
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1. Introduction

Bayesian methods have been widely used in the nonparametric statistical literature. Contraction
rates of posterior distributions were studied in Ghosal et al. (2000), Shen & Wasserman (2001),
Ghosal and van der Vaart (2007a,b) and van der Vaart & van Zanten (2008). The optimal
contraction rate of estimating a univariate ˛-smooth function is typically n�˛=.2˛C1/, where n
is the sample size. Because the smoothness parameter ˛ is usually unknown in practice, it is then
of interest to investigate if a prior leads to optimal posterior contraction rates simultaneously
for all values of ˛, possibly up to a logarithmic factor. If that holds, a procedure is called
rate-adaptive.

Bayesian rate adaptation results are important for at least two reasons. Firstly, they
guarantee maximum possible accuracy of the Bayesian estimation procedure within the given
framework. Secondly, they assure that the same prior distribution can be used regardless of the
smoothness of the underlying function being estimated. Bayesian adaptation results have been
established for signal estimation by Belitser & Ghosal (2003) and Szabó et al. (2013), for density
estimation by Ghosal et al. (2003, 2008), Scricciolo (2006) and Huang (2004), and for non-
parametric regression by Huang (2004) using discrete mixtures. Alternatively, van der Vaart &
van Zanten (2009) constructed a prior based on a randomly rescaled Gaussian process, which
automatically adapts for a continuous range of smoothness parameters.

Gaussian processes have been widely used for constructing prior distributions (Lenk, 1988)
and applications in spatial statistics (Banerjee et al., 2008). Posterior computational methods
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were developed in Choudhuri et al. (2007), Rasmussen & Williams (2006), Tokdar (2007)
and Rue et al. (2009) among others. Posterior asymptotic properties, which are primarily
driven by the structure of their reproducing kernel Hilbert space, were studied by Tokdar &
Ghosh (2007), Ghosal & Roy (2006), Choi & Schervish (2007), van der Vaart and van Zanten
(2007, 2008, 2009), Castillo (2008) & Castillo (2012), Castillo et al. (2014) and Bhattacharya
et al. (2014).

Besides a Gaussian process, another common prior on functions, obtained by putting a prior
on the the number of terms and the corresponding coefficients of a series expansion, has been
used extensively in applications (Crainiceanu et al., 2005). Study of posterior contraction rates
for such finite random series priors have begun only recently. Rivoirard & Rousseau (2012b)
considered univariate density estimation using an exponential link and wavelet or Fourier series
basis; de Jonge & van Zanten (2012) considered a general approach for multivariate function
estimations using tensor-product spline basis and Gaussian distributions on the coefficients;
Arbel et al. (2013) proposed a class of sieve priors with general choice of basis functions
and independent priors on the coefficients. A related work is Babenko & Belitser (2010), who
obtained oracle inequalities for posterior contraction for the infinite dimensional normal mean
problem by putting a prior on the number of non-zero entries and then independent normal
priors on the resulting components.

In the present paper, our contributions are two-fold. Firstly, we obtain posterior contraction
rates for finite random series priors for any curve estimation problems under both univari-
ate and multivariate settings with arbitrary bases and arbitrary distributions on coefficients.
Secondly, we show that for the B-splines basis and certain choices of priors on the coefficients,
the posterior computation can be carried out by exploiting a conjugacy-like structure without
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. Inevitably, there are some overlap with
Rivoirard & Rousseau (2012b), de Jonge & van Zanten (2012) and Arbel et al. (2013), but our
goal is to emphasize the general properties of finite random series in all curve estimation prob-
lems and the possible MCMC-free calculation building on the conjugacy-like structure, which
emerges only when one considers general prior distributions on the coefficients. We formulate
one general theorem in an abstract setting suitable as a prelude for many different inference
problems where we allow arbitrary basis functions and arbitrary multivariate distributions on
the coefficients of the expansion. Thus, the resulting process induced on the function need not
be Gaussian, and can accommodate a variety of functions starting from one with a bounded
support to one with a heavy tail. The resulting rate obtained in the abstract theorem depends
on the smoothness of the underlying function, approximation ability of the basis expansion
used, tail of the prior distribution on the coefficients, prior on the number of terms in the series
expansion, prior concentration and the metrics being used. We compute the rates for various
combinations of these choices.

It may be noted that Gaussian process and random series priors are intimately related in two
ways — a normal prior on the coefficients of a random series gives a Gaussian process, while
the Karhunen–Loève expansion of a Gaussian process expresses itself as a random series with
basis consisting of eigenfunctions of the covariance kernel of the Gaussian process. Thus, a
random series prior may be regarded as a flexible alternative to a Gaussian process prior. It is
interesting to note that the theory of posterior contraction for Gaussian process priors estab-
lished in van der Vaart & van Zanten (2007), van der Vaart & van Zanten (2008), & van der
Vaart & van Zanten (2009) use deep properties of Gaussian processes, while relatively elemen-
tary techniques lead to comparable posterior contraction rates for finite random series priors.
Posterior computation for Gaussian process priors often need reversible jump MCMC proce-
dures (Tokdar, 2007) typically with a large number of knots to approximate a given Gaussian
process. For a random series prior based on B-spline expansion, for an appropriate prior on
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the coefficients, the conjugacy-like structure model can avoid the use of MCMC altogether by
representing the posterior mean analytically, although the number of terms in the representa-
tion may be large. When the sample size n is relatively small (e.g. n D 10), the number of terms
is manageable and the exact values of posterior moments can be computed. When the sample
size is large, we sample a few terms and estimate the sum. The Monte Carlo standard error of
the expression can be estimated, and is often fairly controlled provided the terms are similar to
each other.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the main theorems of random
series priors. In sections 3 and 4, we apply the theorems to a variety of statistical problems
and derive the corresponding posterior contraction rates. Numerical results are presented in
section 5.

2. General results

2.1. Notations

Let N D ¹1; 2; : : :º, �j D
°
.x1; : : : ; xj / W

Pj

iD1
xi D 1; x1; : : : ; xj � 0

±
, and ıx stand for the

degenerate probability distribution at a point x. Let the indicator function of a setA be denoted
by 1l¹Aº. For an open region �0 in a Euclidean space, define the ˛-Hölder class C˛.�0/ as
the collection of functions f on �0 that has bounded derivatives up to the order ˛0, which
is the largest integer strictly smaller than ˛, and the ˛0-th derivative of f satisfies the Hölder
condition jf .˛0/.x/� f .˛0/.y/j � C jx � yj˛�˛0 for some constant C > 0 and any x; y in the
support of f .

We use ‘�’ to denote an inequality up to a constant multiple, where the underlying con-
stant of proportionality is universal. By f � g, we mean f � g � f . The packing number
D.�; T; d/ is defined as the maximum cardinality of a subset of T whose elements are at
least �-separated out with respect to a distance d . Let h2.p; q/ D

R �p
p �
p
q
�2
d�, be the

squared Hellinger distance, K.p; q/ D
R
p log.p=q/d�, V.p; q/ D

R
p log2.p=q/d�, be the

Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergences and K.p; �/ D
®
f W K.p; f / � �2; V .p; f / � �2

¯
, be the

KL neighbourhood. For a vector � 2 R
d , define k�kp D

°Pd
iD1 j�i j

p
±1=p

, 1 � p <1, and

k�k1 D max1�i�d j�i j. Similarly, we define kf kp;G D
®R
jf .x/jpdG

¯1=p
and kf k1 D

supx jf .x/j as the Lp-, 1 � p < 1, and L1-norms of a function f with respect to a
measure G.

2.2. Main results

We consider a random variable J taking values in N. For each J 2 N, we consider a triangular
array of linearly independent real-valued functions � D .�1; �2; : : : ; �J /

T defined on a region
�0. In applications, �0 will be typically a bounded region. Note that the resulting basis func-
tions may change from one stage to the next, although that is not made explicit in our notation.
We use … as a generic notation for priors assigned on J and the coefficients of basis functions
� D .�1; : : : ; �J /

T .

(A1) For some c1; c2 > 0, 0 � t2 � t1 � 1, exp¹�c1j logt1 j º � ….J D j / �

exp¹�c2j logt2 j º:
(A2) Given J , we consider a J -dimensional joint distribution as the prior for � D

.�1; : : : ; �J /
T satisfying ….k� � �0k2 � �/ � exp¹�c3J log.1=�/º for every k�0k1 �

H , where c3 is some positive constant, H is chosen sufficiently large, and � > 0 is
sufficiently small. Also, assume that ….� … Œ�M;M�J / � J exp¹�CM t3º for some
constants C; t3 > 0.
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Remark 1. Geometric, Poisson and negative binomial distributions on J satisfy Condition
(A1) respectively with t1 D t2 D 0, t1 D t2 D 1 and t1 D t2 D 0. Examples of priors satisfying
(A2) include independent gamma, exponential distributions assigned on each element of �, and
multivariate normal and Dirichlet distributions provided the parameters lie in a fixed compact
set; see Lemma 6.1 of Ghosal et al. (2000) for the last conclusion.

We consider a distance metric d on functions belonging to �0 satisfying the following
condition for every �1;�2 2 R

J , J 2 N, and some positive increasing function a.�/:

d
�
�T1 �;�

T
2 �
�
� a.J /k�1 � �2k2: (2.1)

Now we state the main theorem, which gives unified conditions for posterior contraction
rates for various inference problems, in a manner similar to Theorem 2.1 of van der Vaart &
van Zanten (2008) and Theorem 3.1 of van der Vaart & van Zanten (2009).

Theorem 1. Let �n � N�n be two sequence of positive numbers satisfying �n ! 0 and nN�2n ! 1
as n!1. For a function w0, suppose that a prior satisfies Conditions (A1) and (A2). Assume
that there exist sequences of positive numbers Jn, NJn and Mn, a strictly decreasing, nonnegative
function e.�/ and �0;j 2 R

j for any j 2 N, such that the following conditions hold for some
positive constants a1 > 1, a2, C0 and H :

k�0;j k1 � H; d
�
w0;�

T
0;j �

�
� e.j /; (2.2)

Jn ¹logJn C log a.Jn/C logMn C C0 lognº � n�2n; (2.3)

e. NJn/ � N�n; c1 NJn logt1 NJn C c3 NJn log
�
2a. NJn/=N�n

�
� a2nN�

2
n; (2.4)

nN�2n � CJn logt2 Jn for any constant C; Jn exp
®
�CM t3

n

¯
� .a1 � 1/ exp

°
�nN�2n

±
: (2.5)

Let WJn;Mn
D

°
w D �T � W � 2 R

j ; j � Jn; k�k1 �Mn

±
. Then the following assertions

hold:

logD
�
n�C0 ;WJn;Mn

; d
�
� n�2n; (2.6)

….W …WJn;Mn
/ � a1 exp

°
�bnN�2n

±
; (2.7)

� log…¹w D �T � W d.w0; w/ � N�nº � a2nN�2n: (2.8)

Proof. We first verify (2.6), using the definition of packing number, the assumptions on Mn,
Jn � 2, the fact that a.�/ is increasing and (2.1), we obtain

logD
�
n�C0 ;WJn;Mn

; d
�
� log

8<
:
JnX
jD1

D
�
n�C0=a.j /;

°
� 2 R

j ; k�k1 �Mn

±
; k � k2

�9=
;

� log
�
Jn

°p
JnMna.Jn/n

C0

±Jn�
� Jn.logJn C logMn C log a.Jn/C C0 logn/ � n�2n:

(2.9)
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Next, to verify (2.7), observe that for some c0
2
> 0,

….w …WJn;Mn
/ � ….J > Jn/C

JnX
jD1

…
�
� … Œ�Mn;Mn�

j
�
….J D j /

� exp
�
�c02Jn logt2 Jn

�
C Jn exp

®
�CM t3

n

¯
� a1 exp

°
�nN�2n

±
:

(2.10)

For (2.8), using (2.2), because d
�
w0;�

T
0;j �

�
� e.j / � N�n for all j � NJn, we have

…
°
w W d

�
w0;�

T �
�
� 2N�n

±
� ….J D NJn/…

�
k� � �0k2 � N�n=a. NJn/

�
� exp

®
�c1 NJn logt1 NJn

¯
exp

´
�c3 NJn log

 
a. NJn/

N�n

!μ
:

(2.11)

By taking the negative of the logarithm on both sides, and using (2.4), we obtain (2.8).

Conditions (2.3)–(2.5) require sufficiently large Jn; NJn in order to have sufficiently good
approximation to w0 while Jn; NJn should not be too large if the complexity of the model is
to be controlled. When studying Bayesian asymptotic properties, a balance between bias and
complexity needs to be established to obtain the optimal posterior contraction rate.

Theorem 1 can be further simplified to obtain a posterior contraction rate at w0. We assume
that the approximation error is of the form e.J / � J�˛ for ˛-smooth functions. Such col-
lections include B-splines, wavelets, Fourier series and many other commonly used bases.
Let d be the L2-distance or the L1-distance. For two groups of densities pi;w1 ; pi;w2 ; i D
1; : : : ; n, we consider the root average squared Hellinger distance, defined by 	2n.w1; w2/ D
n�1

Pn
iD1 h

2.pi;w1 ; pi;w2/. Note that when the observations are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.), 	n reduces to the usual Hellinger distance. Then the following result gives
the posterior contraction rate for various inference problems.

Theorem 2. Suppose that we have independent observations Xi following some distributions with
densities pi;w , i D 1; : : : ; n, respectively. Let w0 2 C˛.�0/ be the true value of w. Let r be either
2 or1. Let �n � N�n be two sequences of positive numbers satisfying �n ! 0 and nN�2n ! 1 as
n ! 1. Assume that there exists a �0 2 R

J , k�0k1 � H and some positive constants C1; C2
and K0 � 0 satisfying���w0 � �T0 ����

r
� C1J

�˛; (2.12)

����T1 � � �T2 ����
r
� C2J

K0k�1 � �2k2; �1;�2 2 R
J : (2.13)

Assume that the prior on J and � satisfy Conditions (A1) and (A2). Let Jn, NJn � 2 and Mn be
sequences of positive numbers such that the following hold for positive constants a3; a4; c3; c4; C
and any given constant b > 0:

bnN�2n � Jn logt2 Jn; logJn C nN�2n �M
t3
n ; (2.14)

Jn¹.K0 C 1/ logJn C logMn C C0 lognº � n�2n; (2.15)

NJ�˛n � N�n; NJn
®
c1 logt1 NJn C c3K0 log. NJn/C c3 log.1=N�n/

¯
� 2nN�2n; (2.16)
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	n.w1; w2/ � na3kw1 � w2k
a4
r for any w1; w2 2WJn;Mn

; (2.17)

max
°
n�1

Xn

iD1
K.pi;w0 ; pi;w/; n

�1
Xn

iD1
V.pi;w0 ; pi;w/

±
� Ckw1 � w2k

2
r ; (2.18)

provided kw1 �w2kr is sufficiently small. Then the posterior distribution of w contracts at w0 at
the rate �n with respect to 	n.

Proof. In order to obtain the posterior contraction rate, we verify the following conditions as
described in Theorem 4 of Ghosal & van der Vaart (2007a):

logD .�n;WJn;Mn
; 	n/ � b1n�

2
n; (2.19)

….w …WJn;Mn
/ � b3 exp

°
�n�2n

±
; (2.20)

….K.w0; N�n// � b4 exp
°
�b2nN�

2
n

±
; (2.21)

where WJn;Mn
is defined in Theorem 1 and b1, b2, b3, b4 are some positive constants. Note

that the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied for a1 D 1 and a2 D 2 in the following way: (2.2)
is satisfied by the approximation assumption of �; (2.15) implies (2.3); (2.16) implies (2.4); (2.5)
holds because of (2.14). Using condition (2.17), we obtain

logD.�n;WJn;Mn
; 	n/ � logD

�
n�a3�a4n ;WJn;Mn

; k � kr
�
� n�2n

because n�a3�a4n is lower bounded by a polynomial in n�1. Also, ….w … WJn;Mn
/ �

2 exp
®
�n�2n

¯
, therefore relation (2.20) holds for b3 D 2. For (2.21), observe that

….K.w0; N�n// � ….kw�w0kr � N�n/ so the conclusion holds for an appropriate adjustment of
constants in the definitions of the rates N�n and �n.

Remark 2. For r D 2 or1, relation (2.12) holds for polynomials, Fourier series, B-splines and
wavelets. Relation (2.13) holds for B-splines, polynomials and Fourier series base with K0 D
1=2when r D 2 andK0 D 1when r D1. For wavelets, (2.13) holds withK0 D 1 for r D 2;1.
This is because k.�1��2/T �kp �

PJ
jD1 j�1j��2j jmax1�j�J k�j kp �

p
J k�1��2k2Cp;J

for Cp;J D max1�j�J k�j kp and 1 � p � 1. For B-splines, polynomials and Fourier series
bases, Cp;J � 1 when p D 2 and Cp;J �

p
J when p D 1. For wavelets, Cp;J �

p
J for

p D 2;1.

Remark 3. It is possible to incorporate a finite-dimensional nuisance parameter � in our setup,
such as a scale parameter in a normal regression model. In this case, the sieve will be defined as
the product of WJn;Mn

with a suitable sieve for � whose metric entropy can be appropriately
controlled and whose complement has exponentially small prior probability; see Remark 5 for
a concrete analysis.

Theorem 2 suggests that in order to obtain adaptive posterior contraction rates, it is crucial
to choose sequences Jn, NJn, �n, Mn in the rate equations (2.14)–(2.16) and bound the KL
divergences by the squared Euclidean distance k � k2r . Bounding the KL divergence can be very
different for various statistical problems, while the choices of Jn and NJn are common for a set
of basis functions. The following examples illustrate the use of the theorem.
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Example 1. (Fourier trigonometric series). For a function w0 2 C˛.0; 1/, the best
approximation has the error e.J / � J�˛ (Dai & Xu, 2013). Then the rate calculation
proceeds in the following way: (2.16) implies NJ�˛n � N�n and NJn logn � nN�2n, and hence
N�n � n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/ and NJn � .n= logn/1=.2˛C1/. Now use (2.14), we have
Jn logt2 n � nN�2n, hence we choose Jn � n1=.2˛C1/.logn/2˛=.2˛C1/�t2 . Note that (2.15)
implies Jn logn � n�2n. As a result, we choose �n � n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2.

Example 2. (Bernstein polynomials). We consider the Bernstein polynomial prior proposed
by Petrone (1999). Consider a continuously differentiable density function w0 with bounded
second derivative, the approximation property of Bernstein polynomials to w0 is e.J / D
C=J for some universal constant C and r D 2 (Lorenz, 2012). We can choose NJn D
.n= logn/1=3, Jn D n1=3.logn/2=3�t2 , N�n D .n= logn/�1=3 and Mn D n1=t3 . The rate
�n is n�1=3.logn/1=3C.1�t2/=2, which has the same polynomial power as given in Ghosal
(2001). In fact, for any 0 � ˛ � 2, the approximation rate of Bernstein polynomials is
J�˛=2, and the resulting posterior contraction rate is n�˛=2.˛C1/.logn/˛=2.˛C1/ (Kruijer &
van der Vaart, 2008). The poor contraction rate stems from the poor approximation rate of
Bernstein polynomials. Kruijer & van der Vaart (2008) used coarsened Bernstein polynomi-
als and showed that for any f 2 C˛.0; 1/ with 0 � ˛ � 1, the approximation rate with J
undetermined parameters is J�˛ . If we choose NJn � .n= logn/�˛=.2˛C1/, then the rate is
�n D n

�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2, which adapts in the range 0 � ˛ � 1.

Example 3. (Polynomial basis). Consider the orthogonal Legendre polynomials as the
approximation tool for w0 2 C˛.0; 1/. The rate of approximation is identical with that of the
Fourier series under the L2- or the L1-metrics (e.g. Theorem 6.1 of Hesthaven et al. (2007)).
Hence, the choice of Jn, Mn and rates are exactly the same with Example 1.

Example 4. (B-splines). If we choose the B-spline functions (Appendix) as the basis, then for
w0 2 C˛.0; 1/, we have e.J / � J�˛ for either the L2 or the L1-distance. Thus, the choices
of the sequences and the resulting rate �n are the same as in the case polynomial or Fourier
basis. However, one distinguishing property of the B-spline basis is the non-negativity of the
basis functions so positive linear combinations are positive. Further we show in Appendix B
that coefficients of a B-spline basis expansion can be restricted appropriately if the target func-
tion satisfies some restrictions. The property will allow some special prior distribution on the
coefficients so that posterior moments can be calculated without using MCMC techniques.

Example 5. (Wavelets). We consider a multiresolution truncated wavelet series

2m�1X
kD1

˛k
k.x/C

mX
jD0

2m�1X
kD1

ˇjk jk.x/; (2.22)

where the boundary corrected wavelet basis of Cohen et al. (1993) is used because the domain is
the unit interval, which results in a finite number of terms in the earlier expansion. We put pri-
ors onm and wavelet coefficients ˛k and ˇjk for all possible values of j; k. It is well known that,
for w0 2 C˛.0; 1/, the L2-approximation error is e.m/ D 2�m˛ . Hence, we apply Theorem 2
for J D 2m and choose NJn D .n= logn/1=.2˛C1/, Jn D n1=.2˛C1/.logn/2˛=.2˛C1/�t2 ,
Mn D n1=t3 and N�n D .n= logn/�˛=.2˛C1/. Doing the same calculation as in Example 1, the
resulting rate �n is n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2. This coincides with the adaptation
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results for white noise models in Lian (2011) and for density estimation and regression models
in Rivoirard & Rousseau (2012b).

Example 6. (Multivariate B-splines). Theorem 1 can be used in multi-dimensional situation as
well. Consider the tensor-product B-splines (Schumaker, 2007) as a basis in C˛.0; 1/s . Then we
have e.J / � J�˛=s for r D 2 or1, where J D Ks , andK is the number of univariate B-spline
functions used in making the tensor products. Apply Theorem 2 with NJn D .n= logn/1=.2˛Cs/,
N�n D .n= logn/�˛=.2˛Cs/, Mn D n1=t3 to obtain the rate �n as n�˛=.2˛Cs/ multiplied by
some power of logn, where the power depends on the statistical problem.

In these examples, we find that a power of logn is always present in the obtained rates. This
is partly because we are dealing with a general class of problems. It is not clear whether such
logarithmic terms can be removed and optimality can be established. Some negative results are
given by Castillo et al. (2014), where a sharp rate with a precise logarithmic term is obtained
under L2-loss. In some special situations, this logarithmic factor can be removed by using
particular types of priors, such as Huang (2004), Ghosal et al. (2008) and Gao & Zhou (2013).

3. Density estimation

In this section, we illustrate how Theorem 2 can be used to obtain adaptive posterior contrac-
tion rate for both the univariate and the multivariate density estimation where in the latter
case, the true density can be anisotropic, allowing different smoothness in different direction.
We also discuss an MCMC-free method for calculating posterior moments by using a special
conjugate-like prior on the coefficient vector.

3.1. Univariate density estimation

We consider estimation of a density defined on .0; 1/. Frequentist optimal rate of contrac-
tion n�˛=.2˛C1/ was obtained for the maximum likelihood estimators in Hasminskii (1978). A
Bayesian method using a log-spline prior was studied in Ghosal et al. (2000), where the opti-
mal posterior contraction rate n�˛=.2˛C1/ was obtained. When ˛ is unknown, the adaptive
posterior contraction rate n�˛=.2˛C1/, possibly up to an additional logarithmic factor, was
established in Ghosal et al. (2003, 2008).

Consider estimating a density function p on .0; 1/. A prior can be induced on p by using
basis functions through a nonnegative, monotonic, locally Lipschitz continuous link function

‰, that is, pw D ‰.w/
.R 1

0
‰¹w.x/ºdx for w D �T �, � 2 R

J , and J is given a prior on N. If

we choose‰ as the exponential function and � as the B-spline, then it gives the log-spline prior.
We can also choose ‰ as the identity function, use normalized B-spline basis and restrict the
prior for � on�J without losing the approximation ability of original B-spline basis according
to Lemma 1, part (d) in the Appendix.

Corollary 1. Suppose that we have i.i.d observations X1; : : : ; Xn generated from a density p0,
which satisfies w0 D ‰�1.p0/ 2 C˛.0; 1/ and that w0 is bounded in ŒM ;M� for some pos-
itive constants M and M . We assume that the prior satisfies Conditions (A1) and (A2), and
the basis � satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) with r D 1. If either log‰ is Lipschitz continuous or
c.w/ D

R 1
0
‰¹w.x/ºdx > C for some constant C > 0, then the posterior contraction rate is

�n D n
�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t1/=2 at p0 with respect to the Hellinger distance.

Proof. If w is uniformly close to w0, k‰.w/ � ‰.w0/k1 is small, and hence c.w/ DR
‰.w.x//dx is close to

R
‰.w0.x//dx D

R
p0.x/dx D 1, and hence is bounded in the
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following. Thus, we have the estimate

kpw � p0k1 �

����‰.w/c.w/
�‰.w/

����
1

C k‰.w/ �‰.w0/k1

� .c.w//�1jc.w/ � c.w0/jk‰.w/k1 C k‰.w/ �‰.w0/k1

� k‰.w/ �‰.w0/k1 � kw � w0k1:

(3.1)

Note that because p0 is bounded away from 0, so is pw when kw � w0k1 is small. Now

h2.p0; pw/ D

Z
jp0 � pwj

2�p
p0 C

p
pw
�2 � 1

M
kp0 � pwk

2
1 � kw � w0k21: (3.2)

Using Lemma 8 of Ghosal & van der Vaart (2007b), we have

K.p0; pw/ � 2h
2.p0; pw/

��� p0

pw

���
1

� kw � w0k21;

V .p0; pw/ � h2.p0; pw/

	
1C

��� p0

pw

���
1


2
� kw � w0k21:

(3.3)

Therefore, (2.18) holds for r D 1. Next, we verify (2.17). Note that because of the i.i.d
assumption, 	n is the Hellinger distance on pw . As the Hellinger distance is bounded by the
square root of the L1-distance, it suffices to bound the latter. If log‰ is Lipschitz continuous
with Lipschitz constant L, bound kpw1 � pw2k1 by

2
k‰.w1/ �‰.w2/k1

c.w1/
� 2k exp Œlog‰.w1/ � log‰.w2/� � 1k1

� 2Lkw1 � w2k1e
Lkw1�w2k1 :

On the other hand, if c.w/ is bounded in the following by C , we obtain

kpw1 � pw2k1 � 2
k‰.w1/ �‰.w2/k1

c.w1/
� k‰.w1/ �‰.w2/k1 � kw1 � w2k1;

so that the assertion holds with a4 D 1=2.
Now, we apply Theorem 2 with NJnD.n=logn/1=.2˛C1/; JnDn1=.2˛C1/.logn/2˛=.2˛C1/�t2 ,
N�n D .n= logn/�˛=.2˛C1/, Mn D n1=t3 and r D 1, then the posterior distribution
contracts at the rate �n D n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 at p0 with respect to the
Hellinger distance.

Remark 4. The commonly used exponential link function trivially satisfies the first requirement
that log‰ is Lipschitz continuous. The identity link function, used for MCMC-free calculation
in section 3.3 satisfies c.w/ D

R
w.x/dx D 1 as w is a probability density, and hence the

condition that c.w/ bounded away from zero trivially holds.

3.2. Anisotropic multivariate density estimation

We extend univariate density estimation to the multivariate situation by considering estimating
an s-dimensional density function on .0; 1/s . We induce a prior on the density using through
the relation pw / ‰.�T �/ with � chosen as the tensor-product B-spline basis of order q.
The true density p0 is allowed to have different smoothness levels at different directions. More
precisely, we define an anisotropic Hölder smoothness class by
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C˛.0; 1/s D
´
f .x1; : : : ; xs/ W

����� @
Ps
kD1 lkf

@x
l1
1
� � � @xlss

�����
1

<1; 0 � lk

� ˛k ; k D 1; : : : ; s;

sX
kD1

lk=˛k < 1:

μ

for some smoothness parameter ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛s/, which are integers not greater than q.
Let J.1/; : : : ; J.s/ be the number of basis functions for individual s directions and define
J as their products. Given ‰�1.p0/ 2 C˛.0; 1/s , the approximation error is of the orderPs
kD1 J.k/

�˛k according to Theorem 12.7 of Schumaker (2007). Hence, for the best balancing
of the approximation error, we choose Jn.k/ D N�

�1=˛k
n and NJn D

Qs
kD1 Jn.k/ D N�

�s=˛�

n ,
where ˛� D s

ı�Ps
kD1 ˛

�1
k

�
is the harmonic mean of ˛1; : : : ; ˛s , and N�n is to be cho-

sen to match N��s=˛
�

n logn with nN�2n. Applying Theorem 2 with N�n D .n= logn/�˛
�=.2˛�Cs/,

Jn D ns=.2˛
�Cs/.logn/.2˛

�/=.2˛�Cs/�t2 , Mn D n1=t3 , a4 D 1=2 and r D 1, the pos-
terior distribution contracts at p0 with respect to the Hellinger distance at the rate �n D

n�˛
�=.2˛�Cs/.logn/˛

�=.2˛�Cs/C.1�t2/=2. Essentially, the same rate is also obtained in Shen
et al. (2013) (with a different logarithmic factor) using a Dirichlet mixture of normal prior.

3.3. Markov chain Monte Carlo-free computation

Next, we describe an MCMC-free calculation technique for the univariate density estimation
using normalized B-splines

®
B�
1
; : : : ; B�

J

¯
as the basis (Appendix). By part (d) in Lemma 1, we

can restrict the coefficients � to a J -dimensional simplex �J and maintain the same approx-
imation rate. We put a Dirichlet prior on � � Dir.a1; a2; : : : ; aJ / for any J 2 N. Finally,
we assign a prior … on J . Thus, a prior on the density p is induced. Given the observations
X D .X1; : : : ; Xn/ and a fixed dimension J , the posterior density of � is a mixture of Dirichlet
distribution:

p.�jX ; J / /

JY
kD1

�
ak�1

k

nY
iD1

´
JX
kD1

�kB
�
k .Xi /

μ
D

JX
i1D1

� � �

JX
inD1

JY
kD1

�
ak�1

k

nY
sD1

�isB
�
is
.Xs/:

Using p.J;�jX/ / p.X jJ;�/….�jJ /….J /, the posterior mean of p at a point x is

P1
jD1

R
� p.x/p.X jJ D j;�/….�jJ D j /….J D j /d�P1

jD1

R
� p.X jJ D j;�/….�jJ D j /….J D j /d�

D

P1
jD1….j /

Pj

i0D1

Pj

i1D1
� � �
Pj

inD1

R
�2�j

Qj
kD1

�
ak�1

k

Qn
sD0 �isB

�
is
.Xs/d�P1

jD1….j /
Pj

i1D1
� � �
Pj

inD1

R
�2�j

Qj
kD1

�
ak�1

k

Qn
sD1 �isB

�
is
.Xs/d�

;

(3.4)

where X0 stands for x. Define I i
k;j;0

D
Pn
sD0 1l¹is D kº and I i

k;j;1
D
Pn
sD1 1l¹is D kº. Then

the expression in (3.4) can be simplified to

1X
jD1

….j /

jX
i0D1

jX
i1D1

� � �

jX
inD1

jY
kD1

�
�
ak C I

i
k;j;0

� nY
sD0

B�is .Xs/=�

 
jX
iD1

ai C nC 1

!

1X
jD1

….j /

jX
i1D1

� � �

jX
inD1

jY
kD1

�
�
ak C I

i
k;j;1

� nY
sD1

B�is .Xs/=�

 
jX
iD1

ai C n

! :

(3.5)
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A basis function takes non-zero values only at q intervals, so the calculation involves a multiple
of qnC1 steps. More details are given in section 5. Similar expressions can be obtained for other
posterior moments, in particular, for the posterior variance.

Note that if q D 1, the sums over indices i1; : : : ; in in (3.5) will be redundant, leading to a
histogram estimate whose bin length and weights are posterior averaged. The B-spline random
series prior can also be viewed as a kernel mixture prior, where the kernel is a B-spline function
indexed by a discrete parameter.

For multivariate situation, MCMC-free computational techniques can be developed in a
similar way by using tensor products of normalized B-splines as the basis and a Dirichlet prior
on the corresponding coefficients. The approximation property established in the last part of
Lemma 2 justifies restricting the coefficients on the simplex.

4. Regression models

In this section, we consider several nonparametric regression problems including regression
with additive Gaussian errors, binary regression, Poisson regression and functional regression.
In these cases, we allow the covariates be either fixed or random and show how Theorem 2 can
be used to derive contraction rates. The techniques also apply for multivariate analogues of
these regression problems using the tensor-product B-spline basis as in subsection 3.2.

For fixed covariates Z , define the empirical measure P
Z
n D n�1

Pn
iD1 ıZi , and k � k2;n as

the norm on L2
�
P
Z
n

�
.

4.1. Nonparametric regression with Gaussian errors

We consider a regression model with additive error Xi D f .Zi / C "i , where "i
iid
� N.0; �2/,

Z1; : : : ; Zn 2 .0; 1/. For ease of illustration, we first consider known � and fixed covariates;
the modification necessary for unknown � and random covariates is outlined in Remark 5.

Corollary 2. Suppose that the true regression function f0 2 C˛.0; 1/ and the prior satisfies
Conditions (A1) and (A2). Given fixed covariates, assume that the basis � satisfies (2.12)
and (2.13) with r D 1. Then the posterior of f contracts at the rate �n D n�˛=.2˛C1/

.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to k � k2;n at f0.

Proof. Let Pf;i be the normal measure with mean f .Zi / and variance �2. Then the Hellinger
distance between Pf1;i and Pf2;i is of the order of the jf1.Zi / � f2.Zi /j when one is, and
hence both are, small. Hence, the conclusions of Lemma 2 of Ghosal & van der Vaart (2007a)
hold (with different constants) for the distance k � k2;n. This implies that to compute entropy,
we can work with k � k2;n instead of 	n. Using the arguments in section 7.2 of Ghosal & van
der Vaart (2007a), we obtain

max

´
n�1

nX
iD1

K.Pf0;i ; Pf;i /; n
�1

nX
iD1

V.Pf0;i ; Pf;i /

μ

� kf0 � f k
2
2;n=�

2 � kf0 � f k
2
1=�

2:

(4.1)

Clearly, Condition (2.17) holds for k � k2;n with r D 1. Assuming that the basis �
satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) with r D 1 and choosing NJn D .n= logn/1=.2˛C1/, N�n D
.n= logn/�˛=.2˛C1/, Jn D n1=.2˛C1/.logn/2˛=.2˛C1/�t2 , r D 1 and Mn D n1=t3 , then we
obtain the posterior contraction rate �n D n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to
k � k2;n.
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Remark 5. For random covariates Z1; : : : ; Zn � G, define L2;G as the L2-distance with
respect to the probability measure G. We assume that G has a density g bounded and bounded
away from zero, and � satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) with r D 2. Then kf1 � f2k2;G is equivalent
to kf1 � f2k2, and hence can be used interchangeably in entropy calculations and bounding
prior concentration and posterior contraction rates. Alternatively, without any conditions on
G, we can assume the basis has the L1-approximation property with the same rate and bound
k � k2;G by k � k1. Hence, by applying Theorem 2 in the same way with r D 1, we obtain the
same rate with respect to k � k2;G .

When � is unknown, we assign a prior (independent of other parameters) on it. If the prior
density is positive throughout, and has exponential tail near zero and polynomial tail near
infinity, then a sieve

�
n�C1 ; exp

®
C2n�

2
n

¯�
with sufficiently large C1; C2 will satisfy the condi-

tions in Theorem 2. Note that the popular inverse gamma prior on �2 (or on any positive power
of � ) satisfies the requirements.

4.2. Nonparametric binary regression

Assume that we have n independent observations .Z1; X1/; : : : ; .Zn; Xn/ from a binary regres-
sion model P.X D 1jZ D ´/ D 1 � P.X D 0jZ D ´/ D f0.´/, where X takes values in
¹0; 1º, and Z is either a fixed or a random covariate in some domain Z. Given a link function
‰ W Z ! .0; 1/, we can construct a random series prior on the regression function f0 using
a basis � as f�.´/ D ‰¹�T �.´/º. Commonly, a cumulative distribution function on R such
as the logit or probit function is chosen as the link function and the coefficient vector � can
take any values in R

J . Then any basis with approximation property for the Hölder class may
be used.

Corollary 3. Suppose that the true classification function f0 is bounded away from 0 and 1,
and satisfies w0 D ‰�1.f0/ 2 C˛.0; 1/. Given fixed covariates, and that the prior satisfies
Conditions (A1) and (A2). Assume that the basis � satisfy (2.12) and (2.13) with r D 1,
and the link function ‰ is Lipschitz continuous. Then, the posterior of f contracts at the rate
�n D n

�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to k � k2;n at f0.

Proof. Define pw D ‰.w/x.1 �‰.w//1�x , note that by the Lipschitz continuity of ‰,

h2.pw1 ; pw2/ � kpw1 � pw2k1 D 2k‰.w1/ �‰.w2/k1 � kw1 � w2k1;

max¹K.pw0 ; pw/; V .pw0 ; pw/º � k‰.w/ �‰.w0/k21 � kw � w0k21;

so the relation (2.17) holds with a4 D 1=2. Now, we may apply Theorem 2 with
NJn D .n= logn/1=.2˛C1/, Mn D n1=t3 , Jn D n1=.2˛C1/.logn/2˛=.2˛C1/�t1 and N�n D
n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/.˛C1/=.2˛C1/, then the posterior distribution contracts at the rate �n D
n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to 	n. By Taylor’s expansion of the squared
Hellinger distance in a binomial model, it is easy to see that 	n is equivalent with the
k � k2;n-distance on f .

For random covariates Z1; : : : ; Zn � G, when G has a density g bounded and bounded
away from zero, the same conclusion can be made in terms of the L2-distance on f , or more
generally, with respect to the L2.G/-distance without any additional conditions.

When specifically the B-splines basis is used, the link function ‰ can be chosen to be the
identity function in view of part (c) of Lemma 1. The expressions then simplify significantly if

we use beta priors �i
ind
� Beta.ai ; bi / for some positive numbers ai and bi .
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4.3. Nonparametric Poisson regression

Consider a Poisson regression model Xi
ind
� Poi¹f .Zi /º, where f is an unknown monotonic

function and Z is a covariate. For convenience, we assume that Z takes values in .0; 1/. Using
a random series expansion, f can be modelled through a link function f .´/ D ‰.�T �/.´/.

Corollary 4. Suppose that ‰�1.f0/ 2 C˛.0; 1/ and f0 is bounded away from zero and infinity.
Let the prior satisfy Conditions (A1) and (A2). Assume that the basis � satisfies (2.12) and
(2.13) with r D 1, and the link function ‰ is monotonic and Lipschitz continuous on .0; 1/
and
p
‰ is Lipschitz continuous on Œ1;1/. Then the posterior of f contracts at the rate �n D

n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to root-average squared Hellinger distance 	n
at f0.

Proof. In a Poisson model, the squared Hellinger distance is easily bounded by twice the square
of the difference of the square roots of the parameters when the parameters are in Œ1;1/,
while it is bounded by the L1-distance which is further bounded by the absolute difference
of the parameters when they lie in .0; 1/. Hence, by the Lipschitz continuity assumptions on
‰, with the choice r D 1, the condition (2.17) holds with a3 D 0 and a4 D 1=2 when
kw1 � w2k1 is small. In fact, it is sufficient to assume that the Lipschitz continuity condition
on
p
‰ holds with the Lipschitz constant growing up to polynomially in n on a sieve ¹�T � � 1,

k�k1 � n
candJn � nº. The KL divergences in Poisson model near a positive value of the

parameter are bounded by a multiple of the square of the difference of parameter values, and a
fixed constant can be chosen uniformly for all true parameter values lying in a compact subset
of .0;1/. This leads to the verification of (2.18).

For any of the discussed basis functions, an application of Theorem 1 with the L1-distance
verifies the remaining conditions of Theorem 2 for NJn D .n= logn/1=.2˛C1/, Mn D n1=t3 ,
Jn D n1=.2˛C1/.logn/.2˛C2/=.2˛C1/�t1 and N�n D n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/.˛C1/=.2˛C1/, then the
posterior contraction rate is obtained as �n D n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t1/=2 relative
to 	n.

To reinterpret this contraction rate in terms of the more desirable k � k2;n-distance on f , we
observe that these two rates are equivalent near the true regression function f0 by its positivity
and boundedness properties, provided that f remains in an L1-bounded set with high poste-
rior probability for most samples drawn from the true distribution. This is obviously ensured
if coefficients obtain a prior confined in a bounded set, but will also hold if the posterior is
consistent for the L1-distance on f .

For random covariates Z1; : : : ; Zn � G, the same contraction rate is obtained with respect
to the Hellinger distance on the joint density of .X;Z/, and with respect to the L2.G/-distance
on f under the aforementioned additional conditions.

If we use B-splines to form the basis, in view of Part (c) of Lemma 1, we are allowed to restrict
�j to positive values. By choosing the identity link, then it is possible to carry out MCMC-

free computation by letting �i
ind
� Gamma.ai ; bi / for some positive numbers ai and bi . The

resulting prior satisfies all requirements for the posterior contraction rate obtained earlier.

4.4. Functional regression model

Spline functions are widely used to model functional data (Cardot et al., 2003). A rate of con-
traction result was obtained in Hall & Horowitz (2007). A Bayesian method based on splines
was given by Goldsmith et al. (2011). However, to the best of our knowledge, no results on
posterior contraction rates for Bayesian methods are yet available. We consider two types of
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functional regression model. The first one assumes only the covariatesZ.t/ and the effects ˇ.t/
depend on time t . The second one allows functional observations X.t/. We can use any basis
with general approximation properties for Hölder classes under the L2-distance.

We first discuss the case of functional covariates with a scalar response. Suppose we observe
i.i.d. copies .Z1; X1/; : : : ; .Zn; Xn/ of .Z;X/, where Z is a square integrable random function
defined on .0; 1/, and X is a scalar. A functional linear regression model can be formulated
as follows:

Xi D

Z 1
0

Zi .t/ˇ.t/dt C "i ; (4.2)

where ˇ.t/ is the coefficient function we want to estimate, "1; : : : ; "n
iid
� N.0; �2/. We consider

� to be known; the more realistic case of unknown � can be treated following Remark 5.

Corollary 5. Suppose that the true regression function ˇ 2 C˛.0; 1/, EZ2.t/ is uniformly bounded
away from 0 and 1 for every t 2 .0; 1/, and the basis satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) with r D 2.
Given the prior being constructed as in (A1) and (A2), the posterior of f contracts in a rate
�n D n

�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to the L2-distance.

Proof. We consider a basis expansion ˇ.t/ D
PJ
kD1 �k�k.t/. Denote Wik D

R 1
0
Zi .t/�k.t/dt ,

then the model can be written as Xi D
PJ
kD1 �kWik C "i : Define Pˇ.�jZ/ as the normal mea-

sure with mean
R 1
0
Z.t/ˇ.t/dt and variance �2, and let EZ be the expectation with respect to

the distribution of Z. Then we can boundK.Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/ and V.Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/ using Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality:

max
®
K.Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/; V .Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/

¯
� 1

�2
EZ

 Z 1
0

Z.t/¹ˇ.t/ � ˇ0.t/ºdt

!2
� 1

�2
kˇ � ˇ0k

2
2:

For (2.17), note that the same argument used in random covariates situation in section 4.1
applies here. Hence, we can apply Theorem 2 as in section 4.1. Then the posterior contracts at
the rate �n D n�˛=.2˛C1/.logn/˛=.2˛C1/C.1�t2/=2 relative to the L2-distance.

Next, we consider a longitudinal type of functional model:

Xi .Ti / D Zi .Ti /ˇ.Ti /C "i : (4.3)

For each object i , we observe its response Xi at a random time Ti 2 .0; 1/ with a random
covariate Zi . We assume that Z1; : : : ; Zn are i.i.d. copies of Z, and T1; : : : ; Tn are i.i.d. copies

of T , "i
iid
� N.0; �2/; they are all independent of each other, and T has a density g bounded

and bounded away from zero on .0; 1/. Again it suffices to treat � as known.
Suppose that the true regression function ˇ0 2 C˛.0; 1/ and EZ2.t/ are uniformly bounded

away from 0 and1 for every t 2 .0; 1/. Then again

max
®
K.Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/; V .Pˇ0 ; Pˇ/

¯
� 1

�2
E
Z 1
0

Z2.t/.ˇ.t/ � ˇ0.t//
2g.t/dt � 1

�2
kˇ � ˇ0k

2
2:

Hence, we obtain the same contraction rate �n if we use the same prior on ˇ as before. This rate
coincides with the optimal rate obtained in Cai & Yuan (2011) within a logarithmic factor.
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5. Numerical examples

5.1. Simulation

We illustrate the use of conjugate prior structure as described in (3.4) and (3.5) on density esti-
mation problems. We consider two examples of the true density: Beta.0:5; 0:5/, and a mixture
density of exponential and a normal distribution:

f0.x/ /
3

4
3e�3x C

1

4

p
32
p

e�32.x�0:75/

2

: (5.1)

For each density, we generate n D 20, 50, 100 and 300 samples and then implement the random
series prior for q D 1 and q D 3. When q D 1, the exact value of the posterior mean can be
calculated. When q D 3, instead of evaluating all possible terms to obtain (3.5), we randomly
sample N D 3000 of them and take the associated average values. We choose a geometric prior
for J restricted between 5 and 25. The lower truncation ensures a minimum number of terms in
the series expansion while an upper truncation is necessary to carry out the actual computation
using a computer. For �, we use the uniform distribution on the simplex as a default choice for
the Dirichlet distribution. We obtain density estimates at 100 grid points in the unit interval.

We compare our results with that using the Gaussian process prior in Tokdar (2007) and
Dirichlet mixture of normal kernels (Escobar & West, 1995). Mean absolute errors, mean
squared errors (note that the theoretical results are obtained for Hellinger distance though)
and computing time (in seconds) are summarized in Table 1. Standard errors are calculated
based on 100 Monte Carlo replications. Comparing the performance of random series priors
(RSP) using q D 1 with that of q D 3, we observe a trade-off between computation time and
estimation accuracy. In terms of estimation accuracy, RSP (q D 3) beats Dirichlet mixture
in both cases, but performs worse than Gaussian process for the mixture density estimation.
Overall, RSP (q D 1) has the lowest computation cost because of its simple expression. It will

Table 1. Density estimation results: mean squared error (l2), mean absolute error (l1) and computa-
tional time in seconds (t) using random series priors (RSP) with q D 1 and 3, Gaussian process (GP)
and Dirichlet mixture (DM) priors

True
n D 20 n D 50 n D 100 n D 300

density l2 l1 t l2 l1 t l2 l1 t l2 l1 t

Mixture RSP .27 .40 .44 .20 .33 .58 .18 .30 .69 .17 .29 1.24
(q D 1)

RSP .16 .31 255 .11 .25 317 .10 .24 320 .09 .22 425
(q D 3)

GP .11 .23 53.9 .06 .17 58.8 .04 .14 61.5 .02 .10 66.9
DM .46 .59 9.6 .28 .44 22.0 .17 .34 33.6 .11 .28 99.5
max s.e. .01 .01 — .01 .01 — .01 .01 — .00 .00 —

Beta RSP .35 .45 .45 .31 .42 .57 .27 .39 .67 .25 .37 1.23
.0:5; 0:5/ (q D 1)

RSP .16 .27 267 .15 .27 314 .14 .25 324 .11 .22 428
(q D 3)

GP .34 .39 55.7 .27 .34 61.6 .24 .31 60.9 .19 .26 74.9
DM .31 .38 7.93 .32 .36 18.5 .27 .29 48.2 .25 .29 116
max s.e. .01 .01 — .01 .01 — .01 .01 — .00 .00 —

s.e., standard errors.

© 2015 Board of the Foundation of the Scandinavian Journal of Statistics.
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Fig. 1. Confidence bands for density estimation example (5.1). Dashed lines: confidence bands; solid line:
true density. Upper left: q D 1, n D 100; upper right: q D 1, n D 500; lower left: q D 3, n D 100;
lower right: q D 3, n D 500.

be interesting to consider a utility function that simultaneously evaluates the performance of
estimators based on time and accuracy (Asmussen & Glynn, 2007).

Note that for RSP, the computational complexity becomes exponential in n given q > 1,
and hence, all terms in the posterior mean cannot be computed for larger values of n. In this
situation, we sample and compute a manageable number of terms and estimate the total as in
sample survey for finite populations. The resulting standard error for sampling can be estimated
in the usual way from the computed terms, and will be often reasonable if the terms are not
very unlike each other.

We also calculate pointwise credible bands (95% nominal coverage) for the mixture true
density example (5.1) based on the second moment estimation. Results are given in Fig. 1 for
smoothness level q D 1; 3 and sample size n D 100 and 500. There is a significant improvement
by using higher values of q. Establishing frequentist coverage properties of these intervals using
Bernstein–von Mises results (e.g. (Rivoirard & Rousseau, 2012a)) will be an interesting but
presumably delicate question.

5.2. Real data example

Next, we present a real data analysis of a functional linear model.

Example 7. The Tecator data (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/tecator) provides an example of
functional data where the spectra of meat samples are observed. The objective is to identify
important chemical components and predict the fat content. The data consists of 172 training
and 43 testing samples, where each sample contains 100 channel spectrum of absorbents.

© 2015 Board of the Foundation of the Scandinavian Journal of Statistics.
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We consider a functional linear model in (4.2) and use a B-spline basis expansion of ˇ.t/. A
prior is assigned by putting a Zellner’s g-prior on the coefficients, a geometric distribution on J
truncated between 5 and 15 and an inverse gamma distribution IG.a; b/ on �2. We let the values
of hyperparameters g; a; b range from 1 to 100, and the posterior results are quite insensitive.
The MCMC-free calculation yields a root mean squared error (RMSE) of prediction 2:64 for
q D 1 and RMSED 2:49 for q D 3, which are generally better than the regression model
results (RMSE � 4) built based on principal component analysis.
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Appendix: B-splines

Here, we provide a brief introduction to B-splines; more details are given in de Boor (2001). Let
the unit interval Œ0; 1� be divided into K equally spaced subintervals. Splines are continuous,
piecewise polynomials of degree at most q, .q � 2/ times continuously differentiable and form
a J D q CK � 1 dimensional linear space. B-splines provide a convenient basis for this space.
B-splines are always nonnegative and add up to one, and each basis function is supported on
an interval of length at most q=K.

Define the scaled B-spline basis functions B�
j
D Bj

.R 1
0
Bj , j D 1; : : : ; J , so thatR 1

0
B�
j
.´/d´ D 1, j D 1; : : : ; J . Denote the column vector of B-spline basis functions by B

and that of the normalized B-spline basis functions by B�. The following results show some
useful approximation properties of (tensor-product) B-splines.

Lemma 1.

(a) For any function f 2 C˛.0; 1/, 0 < ˛ � q, there exists � 2 R
J and a constant C > 0 that

depends only on q such that kf � �TBk1 � CJ�˛kf .˛/k1:

(b) Further, if f > 0 we can choose every element of � to be positive.

(c) If 0 < f < 1, we can choose every element of � to be between 0 and 1.

(d) Define B�
j
D Bj =

R 1
0
Bj .´/d´ for j D 1; : : : ; J , and B� as the column vector�

B�
1
; : : : ; B�

J

�
. If f is a density function, then there exists � 2 �J and a constant C > 0

such that kf � �TB�k1 � CJ�˛kf .˛/k1:

Remark 6. In part (b), the condition f > 0 is crucial. If we approximate a nonnegative function
f using nonnegative coefficients �, then the approximation error is only O.J�1/ [cf. de Boor
& Daniel (1974)], which does not adapt to smoothness levels beyond 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. The first part is a well-known spline approximation result, for example,
Theorem 6.10 in Schumaker (2007).

For the second assertion, find � > 0 such that f � �. Using Corollaries 4 and 6 in Chapter
11 of de Boor (2001), for each �j , there exists a universal constant C1 that depends only on
q, such that j�j � cj � C1 supx2ŒtjC1;tjCq�1� jf .´/ � cj for any choice of the constant c; here
tjC1 and tjCq�1 are .j C1/th and .j Cq�1/th knots. Choose c D inf´2ŒtjC1;tjCq�1� f .´/ �
� and note that the infimum is attained somewhere in ŒtjC1; tjCq�1�, say at t�. By the

smoothness condition on f , we have sup´2ŒtjC1;tjCq�1� jf .´/ � cj � C2j´ � t
�jmin.˛;1/ �

C2.q=J /
min.˛;1/ for some constant C2 > 0. Choosing J > q.C1C2=�/

max.1=˛;1/, we have
�j > c � C1.q=J /

min.˛;1/ � 0.
Part (c) is a consequence of (b) by considering 1 � f > 0.
For part (d), by (b), we know there exists a �1 2 .0;1/

J such that
��f � �T

1
B
�� � J�˛ .

Define �2;i D �1;j
R 1
0
Bj .´/d´ for j D 1; : : : ; J . Then

��f � �T
2
B�

��
1

� J�˛ , and in par-

ticular,
���T
2
B
�� is bounded. By integration, we have j1 � k�2k1j D

ˇ̌̌
1 �

PJ
jD1 �2;j

ˇ̌̌
� J�˛ .

Choose � D �2=k�2k1 2 �J . Note that kf � �TB�k1 �
��f � �T

2
B�

��
1
C
���T
2
B�

��
1
j1�

k�2k
�1
1
j � J�˛ .

Lemma 2. Let Bj1���js .´1; : : : ; ´s/ D
Qs
kD1 Bjk .´k/, 1 � jk � Jk , k D 1; : : : ; s, be the

tensor products of B-splines formed by univariate B-splines in Jk-dimensional space of splines,
k D 1; : : : ; s, respectively.
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(a) For any function f 2 C˛.0; 1/s , the anisotropic Hölder class defined in section 3.2, where
˛1; : : : ; ˛s are positive integers less than or equal to q, there exists � D .�j1���js W 1 �

jk � Jk ; k D 1; : : : ; s/ 2 R

Qs
kD1 Jk and a constant C > 0 that depends only on q such that

kf � �TBk1 � C

sX
kD1

J
�˛k
k

�����@
˛kf

@´
˛k
k

�����
1

:

(b) Further, if f > 0 we can choose every component of � to be positive.
(c) If 0 < f < 1, we can choose every element of � to be between 0 and 1.

(d) Define B�
j1���js

D Bj1���js

.R 1
0
Bj1���js .´1; : : : ; ´s/d´1 � � � d´s , for jk D 1; : : : ; Jk ,

k D 1; : : : ; s, and B� as the column vector formed by the collection B�
j1���js

. If f is a den-
sity function, then there exists � 2 �Qs

kD1 Jk
and a constant C > 0 such that the same

approximation order is maintained.

Proof. The first assertion is established in Theorem 12.7 in Schumaker (2007).
Proof of the second assertion proceeds as in the corresponding part of Lemma 1 using

the parallel properties of tensor products of B-splines. The only relation we need to verify is
j�j1���js � cj � C1maxk sup´k2ŒtiC1;k;tiCq�1;k� jf .´/� cj for any choice of the constant c; here
tiC1;k and tiCq�1;k are .i C 1/th and .i C q� 1/th knots on the kth co-ordinate, k D 1; : : : ; s.
As in the univariate case, because the sum of all multivariate B-splines is one, to establish the
relation, we need to bound absolute values of the coefficients using the values of the target
function. Clearly, a dual basis for the multivariate B-splines is formed by tensor products of
univariate dual bases, and these can be chosen to be uniformly bounded [see Theorem 4.41
of Schumaker (2007)]. Using such a dual basis, the maximum value of coefficients of spline
approximations is bounded by a constant multiple of theL1-norm of the target function. This
gives the desired bound.

Parts (c) and (d) are established following exactly the same arguments used in the respective
parts in the Proof of Lemma 1.

Remark 7. In the isotropic case ˛ D .˛; : : : ; ˛/, the value of ˛ need not be restricted to integers
only — any ˛ � q can be treated. This is because in this case the approximation error kf �
�TBk1 for the best multivariate spline approximation for f 2 C˛.0; 1/s with J terms in each
direction decays at the rate J�˛ for any positive ˛ � q.
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